When only the best will do.
UNBEATABLE COMBINATION

Low maintenance vinyl plus aluminum reinforcement

**Exterior** – Vinyl, Easy to clean, Never needs paint, Color all the way through. Covered by lifetime manufacturer’s warranty.

**Interior** – Aluminum Reinforced Frame and Mounts – Never Rust, Extremely strong

**Efficiency** – Designed for fast and easy installation with a clean, professional finish. All fasteners are self-drilling stainless steel.

CHOOSE YOUR END STYLE

- **2”X8”** Aluminum Reinforcement
- **2”X6”** Aluminum Reinforcement

**75% Shade** with 5” square posts in Sandstone
90% Shade with 7” square columns
YOUR DESIRED SPACE
Freestanding or Attached – Each kit is customizable to fit your outdoor area.

FREESTANDING
Post Mount attaches to deck, concrete pad, pier or landscape column cap

ATTACHED
Metal rafter hanger with trim cover

75% Shade with 7” square columns

Designed for any outdoor space
YOUR DESIRED SHADE
Our angled purlins allow ambient light to pass while direct sun is filtered to your desired level of shade.

NARROW
90% shade - 3” on center spacing

STANDARD
75% shade - 4 ¼” on center spacing

WIDE
50% shade - 6” on center spacing

90% Shade with 7” square columns
75% Shade with 10” round columns

Designed for you

YOUR DESIRED POST

10” ROUND COLUMN

7” ROUND COLUMN

7” SQUARE COLUMN

5” SQUARE POST
w/ trim ring

5” SQUARE POST
w/out trim ring
YOUR ACCESSORIES

FAN MOUNT
Installs between any two rafters

HURRICANE CLIPS
Add a wind warranty to your pergola

BEAM ATTACH BRACKETS
Faster, more DIY beam attachment

AVAILABLE COLORS

WHITE  SANDSTONE

75% Shade with 7" square columns in Sandstone
Easy to install

COMMERCIAL GRADE PRODUCT, DIY FRIENDLY INSTALLATION

- CAD drawings for over 100 sizes & configurations
- Simple step-by-step written instructions with tool list and drawings (English or Spanish)
- YouTube videos of each step in short segments
- Engineer approved over 50 standard sizes

Heartland Pergolas

563-345-6745
heartlandpergolas.com